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ABSTRACT

The rapid rise of C2C e-commerce in China has brought serious difficulties to China’s tax collection 
and management. Based on the principle of progressive taxation, the necessity of taxation on C2C 
e-commerce is analyzed and discussed. It is shown that the absence of taxation in C2C e-commerce is 
contrary to the principle of tax equity and tax neutrality, and the tax revenue is lost. It is demonstrated 
that it is imperative that China to implement C2C e-commerce taxation in a comprehensive and 
standardized way. By constructing a hybrid decision game model between C2C business operators 
and tax authorities, the static game analysis of incomplete information is conducted for the balance 
of interests between tax authorities and e-commerce operators.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

In recent years, e-commerce has developed rapidly in China, and its business scale and transaction 
volume have increased significantly, and a mature business model has been formed. According to 
AI statistics, in 2016, the scale of China’s e-commerce market exceeded 20 trillion yuan for the first 
time, ranking first in the world, and will maintain steady and rapid growth in the next few years 
(Biswas, 2018). E-commerce has gradually changed people’s trading concepts and greatly affected 
our consumption patterns.

The impact of e-commerce on traditional taxation and the loss of tax revenue is also increasing. 
Therefore, whether to cope with e-commerce taxation and how to levy taxes has become the focus 
of attention in the social and academic circles.

The mainstream e-commerce is mainly divided into three categories: B2B (enterprise to 
enterprise), B2C (enterprise to consumer) and C2C (consumer to consumer). B2B and B2C rely on 
entity registration companies online, that is, a positive tax entity. The two types of e-commerce, B2C 
and B2B, can be taxed in accordance with the traditional offline entity transaction methods, while 
China’s B2C and B2B have combined traditional invoices and electronic invoices to pay taxes. B2C 
suppliers such as JD.com, Yihaodian and Tmall are paying taxes. Therefore, the tax collection and 
management of the above two categories of e-commerce are indisputable. Compared with the above 
two models, C2C tax entities are difficult to materialize, and the transaction location is online. C2C 
accounts for a relatively large proportion of China’s e-commerce transactions, having exceeded 50% 
before 2014 and accounted for 48.1% in 2015. The tax gap of C2C e-commerce has brought a lot of 
tax losses to our country, which has seriously affected the principles of tax equity and tax neutrality.
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In this context, it is particularly necessary to study the taxation issues of C2C e-commerce. The 
research will help strengthen the market supervision of e-commerce and promote the improvement of 
the tax system. It is feasible and effective to analyze the necessity and main line of tax collection and 
management of C2C e-commerce through tax principle theory and game analysis. The suggestions 
made based on the analysis results also have good reference significance.

The innovation of this research is reflected in three aspects: research perspective, research content 
and research design. From the perspective of research, the article chooses C2C business operators 
as the starting point and the tax authorities as participants in game analysis. This research method 
broadens the existing research ideas in the field of e-commerce, and opens up new ideas for the 
optimization of e-commerce taxation practices. The tax issue of C2C e-commerce selected in this 
paper is not only the bottleneck of the development of the e-commerce industry, but also the focus of 
e-commerce research, and further enriches the research results of C2C e-commerce taxation. From the 
two aspects of the necessity of C2C e-commerce taxation and the C2C game analysis of the hybrid 
decision of e-commerce taxation, the qualitative and quantitative analysis is carried out respectively. 
Full consideration of the interest relationship of C2C e-commerce sales entities is an effective practice 
of monetary theory and taxation theory, and the result is more reliable, rigorous and scientific.(llie
s,2006;Judge,2002;Judge,1998;Judge,2013;23.Fabisiak,2018;Shahri,2019;Peng,2019; Pham,2019)

LITERATURE REVIEw

Electronic commerce (electronic commerce) refers to the use of electronic communication equipment 
and technology to conduct various commodities, technology and service transactions between 
parties or multiple parties. Generally speaking, e-commerce also includes commercial transactions 
conducted by transaction parties through fax communication, but in a strict sense, e-commerce refers 
to electronic data interchange (EDI) and Internet (Internet) based on the wide application of computer 
technology. Commercial transactions. Compared with traditional international trade, the liquidity and 
flexibility of e-commerce has been strengthened, but in fact it has brought new challenges in the field 
of international taxation. As mentioned above, in the traditional business environment, international 
taxation has jurisdiction. Although there are some international tax evasion problems, long-term 
practical research has also produced some solutions. However, the advent of the e-commerce era 
has brought some new challenges.(Al-Momani,2018; Grubljesic,2019;14.zhang,2019;Gentile,2012
;llies,2009)

Due to the wide coverage of e-commerce, the specific objects involved in different e-commerce 
application systems also have their particularities. In general, an e-commerce system usually includes 
the basic components shown in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figure 1, the electronic Business 
activities are based on the network system and involve the participation and support of multiple 
parties in society, such as network systems, users, banks, distribution centers, certification bodies, 
and administrative departments.

The e-commerce system structure refers to the collection of the external environment and internal 
components of the system. E-commerce system is not an isolated system, including network, computer 
system, application software, etc. At the same time, it also needs to communicate with the outside 
world. Therefore, introducing the structure of the e-commerce system helps us understand the internal 
structure of e-commerce, the external operating environment and the relationship between them, and 
understand e-commerce from a macro level.

Many people think that the construction of an e-commerce system is to create a website. This 
understanding is incomplete. E-commerce includes various applications such as online stock trading, 
online job hunting, online shopping, online marketing, online auctions, etc. The construction of an 
e-commerce system is a system engineering that can support multiple applications and requires a 
broad society stand by. The project includes not only the construction of network infrastructure, 
but also the construction of closely related content services, payment services, security services, 
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logistics services, etc. The basic service platform also depends on the continuous improvement of 
soft environments such as public policies and technical standards. The e-commerce system structure 
can be observed in Figure 2.

Judging from the current research results, the analysis of tax entities by foreign scholars is mainly 
concentrated in the field of e-commerce. There are also many studies on the impact and relationship 
of tax entity behavior in a specified field. For example, Cobiac LJ etc. (Ramakrishnan,2010) analyzes 
the taxation of tobacco industry and puts forward some suggestions and countermeasures to the 
taxation behavior of the industry. There are limited studies on the subject of tax revenue in China. 
The research contents of academic achievements mainly include the following aspects: Firstly, tax 
liability analysis and tax role analysis based on economic theory and legal regulations; Secondly, the 
relationship and influence between tax planning and tax subjects. Ding Weirong fully considers the 
interests of e-commerce tax subjects, and builds a tax collection and management model suitable for 
China’s e-commerce based on the review of the Korean e-commerce tax collection and management 
system and model(Lu,2010). Wang, HL discussed how to determine the jurisdiction and jurisdiction 
of e-commerce tax entities (Jiang,2005). Most of the research on the behavior of taxation subjects 
is qualitative analysis based on economic theories and legal rules. There are relatively few related 
literatures on e-commerce tax collection and management with e-commerce taxation as the main body.

In recent years, e-commerce taxation has gradually become a hot topic in the field of e-commerce 
research in China. The research contents include the following aspects: At first, whether e-commerce 
tax should be imposed on the basis of China’s national conditions. Wang Jing discussed the current 
controversial issues of e-commerce taxation, and fully considered my country’s national conditions, 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the components of an e-commerce system
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the development status of e-commerce and social needs. It is recommended to levy taxes on Chinese 
e-commerce entities, determine reasonable tax jurisdiction, and appropriately raise the threshold 
of online retailers(Zhang,2007). The second is to analyze the obstacles and challenges faced by my 
country’s e-commerce taxation from the actual situation and theory. Wang Tingting and Hou Huan 
point out that the characteristics of “fictitious, hidden and paperless” of e-commerce have brought 
difficulties to taxation. It also brings problems such as weakening of traditional tax vouchers, 
increasing management difficulty, and increasing tax costs. But at the same time, big data also 
provides opportunities for database tracking and facilitation. Bai Yanfeng used data from China’s 
online shopping markets as a sample since 2006, conducted an empirical analysis on the tax fairness of 
e-commerce and physical retail, and put forward suggestions for optimizing traditional tax collection 
and management processes and methods. E-commerce taxation promotes fair competition between 
the two and reduces regional financial tax losses (Lee, 2001). In recent years, scholars in China 
have started to pay attention to the study of tax issues in C2C e-commerce. From the perspective of 
establishing a fair market environment and based on the C2C business model, Wang Fengfei puts 
forward suggestions on strengthening tax supervision, establishing standards for tax elements, and 
building an online tax management platform. In order to promote tax fairness, Zhang Jing believes 
that the implementation of C2C e-commerce tax collection and management is an inevitable trend of 
progress and puts forward suggestions for C2C e-commerce tax regulation management (Zhao, 2003).

Figure 2. E-commerce system structure diagram
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It can be seen that the taxation difficulties of e-commerce have brought many adverse effects 
on the development of the Chinese government and the market. At present, domestic and foreign 
research on e-commerce taxation mainly focuses on e-commerce taxation models, e-commerce 
tax equalization, and e-commerce tax loss. The discussion and analysis of specific categories of 
e-commerce (B2B, B2C and C2C) is still in infancy, and various types of e-commerce have large 
differences in operation methods and market development. The article thinks that we should do research 
and analysis from a different angle, aiming at analyzing a certain type of e-commerce taxation. In 
addition, the research methods of scholars are mostly theoretical research, with less quantitative 
analysis and weak persuasiveness. It can be seen that the research on the subject of e-commerce 
taxation is not deep enough.

Based on the summary of the above literature, this article will establish a game model to analyze 
the subject of C2C e-commerce taxation with a quantitative method, find the balance between the 
tax entity and the subject of e-commerce business, and propose solutions by balancing the influence 
of various variables.

THE NECESSITy oF TAX CoLLECTIoN AND 
MANAGEMENT oF C2C E-CoMMERCE

At present, the question of whether or not to deal with C2C business tax has caused widespread 
controversy in the society and academia. Based on the impact of C2C taxation gap on my country’s 
fiscal revenue, the article discusses and analyzes the necessity and importance of my country’s 
implementation and strengthening of C2C e-commerce tax collection and management combined 
with modern taxation theory.

Avoid Tax Evasion
The purpose of taxation is to ensure the financial revenue of the state, meet the state’s executive 
functions and social public needs. However, in C2C e-commerce, transactions are completed on 
paperless networks. Currently, the tax authorities have not issued extensive control measures, nor 
have they issued e-commerce-related tax laws, nor have they imposed large-scale taxation on C2C 
business entities. The tax management of C2C e-commerce is still in a tax opaque area in my country. 
In 2016, the online retail market has reached 2 trillion and 300 billion yuan, and my country has not 
yet imposed taxes on C2C e-commerce. This “tax blind zone” is bound to bring huge losses to my 
country’s taxation (Fan,2004). In order to protect our national interests, the issue of tax collection 
and management of C2C e-commerce is imminent and urgent to be solved.

Maintaining the Principle of Fairness in Taxation
In China, there is no clear regulation on the relevant C2C e-commerce transaction tax law. However, 
the development of C2C e-commerce in China is quite large, and the trading mode is relatively mature 
at present. The nature of e-commerce transactions is basically the same as physical transactions, and 
there is no essential difference. E-commerce transactions can be considered as a trading behavior 
only in comparison with customary trade methods. According to China’s applicable tax laws, C2C 
has been recognized as a transaction activity, which meets tax requirements. Take Taobao (the 
largest C2C e-commerce website in China) as an example. The owners of Taobao stores are all 
registered individuals with real names, and there are also a large number of products sold online. 
Every transaction involves currency and commodity transactions with buyers. The behavior accords 
with our tax standard and should be placed on the tax authorities according to a certain proportion.

C2C e-business tax gap will impact on other trading modes, unfair to offline stores, transaction 
costs and sales prices are less than offline stores, affecting market competition norms, resulting in more 
and more consumers tend to Taobao shopping, which will seriously affect physical store operations in 
China. The tax exemption for C2C e-commerce business units and the taxation of entity enterprises 
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violated the original intention of paying taxes to correct the uneven distribution of income, leading 
to the widening of the income gap. When taxpayers believe that the tax system is reasonable and the 
tax burden is reasonable, they can be encouraged to declare honestly and pay taxes in accordance 
with the law. Only in this way can the normal operation of the tax system be maintained. Therefore, 
the taxation gap of C2C e-commerce will affect the stable development of my country’s market 
economy and have a negative impact on the operation of my country’s traditional taxation system.

Maintain the Principle of Tax Neutrality
Tax neutrality is a tax policy for different products or services, separate factors of production income 
and different types of producers. A fair and unconstrained tax policy does not inhibit tax revenue, 
but only affects the total amount of taxation, and does not affect the product production structure and 
capital investment. The principle of tax neutrality requires that different ways of buying or dealing 
with different kinds of technology should receive by the same tax treatment (Li,2011;Tan,2004;Iva
naj,2019;Wei,2019).

C2C tax loopholes have clearly distorted the capital structure of the Chinese market. Due to the 
low cost and low risk of C2C e-commerce, more and more companies have abandoned the traditional 
business model and decided to enter the e-commerce market. Meanwhile, more and more investment 
funds are transferred from the offline transaction market to the e-commerce market. The parties take 
advantage of regulatory loopholes of the tax authorities to conduct B2C mode transactions in the 
name of C2C mode to achieve the purpose of tax evasion. Obviously, operators have been affected 
by the C2C tax gap to a certain extent and violated their business methods.

GAME ANALySIS oF C2C E-CoMMERCE TAXATIoN SUBJECT BEHAVIoR

C2C e-commerce is quite different from traditional business, which is mainly reflected in the 
operation Random locations, inability to monitor transactions and payments, small but large number 
of merchants, etc. These characteristics make it difficult to fully implement the monitoring of C2C 
e-commerce behavior, which poses a serious obstacle to taxation. Therefore, the C2C e-commerce 
taxpayer’s main body’s decision-making on the impact of taxation feasibility is crucial. By constructing 
a game model analysis, the optimal decision of both parties can be obtained, and the development of 
C2C e-commerce taxation can be promoted. The research has practical significance.

Model Assumptions

Hypothesis 1: As the main sales entity of C2C e-commerce and the tax authorities participating 
in the same model, both parties are rational economic persons. The goal of both parties is to 
maximize profits.

Hypothesis 2: The sales entity does not know whether the tax authority will inspect it, nor does the 
tax authority know the seller’s actual sales and actual conditions, that is, the two parties have 
incomplete information on mutual characteristics, strategic space and payment functions.

Hypothesis 3: The C2C business is taxable or non-taxable. Tax payment refers to whether a company 
actually pays taxes when taxing C2C e-commerce by tax authorities. Non-tax payment means 
that the tax authorities choose to evade tax without paying C2C e-commerce tax. The strategic 
space for tax authorities is to inspect or not inspect. Non-inspection refers to taxation of the 
primary operator.

Hypothesis 4: To simplify the research, this article only considers the collection of income tax and 
it is built on the proportional tax collection income tax.
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Model Building
According to the model assumptions, the game is a static game with incomplete information. Assuming 
that the taxable income of the business operator is e , the income tax rate in the C2C e-commerce 
market is t , and the tax authorities’ inspection costs are c c et( )< ; When a business operator commits 
tax evasion, once verified by the tax authority, the probability of paying tax is f . Business operators 
are p

1
0 1∈ [ , ] , and probability of nonexistence p

2
0 1∈ [ , ] . The probability of choosing non-audit is 

1
2

− p .. There are four kinds of game strategies:
Firstly, the main business operators choose to pay taxes, and the tax authorities choose to check. 

The profit of business operators is e et− , and the revenue from the tax authorities is et c− .
Secondly, the main business operators choose to pay taxes, and the tax authorities choose not to 

check. The profit of the main business is e et− , and the revenue of the tax authorities is et .
Thirdly, the main business operators choose not to pay taxes, the tax authorities choose to check, 

then the income of the main body of the e-commerce business is e f et− − , and the income of the 
tax authority is f et c+ − ;

Fourthly, if the e-commerce business entity chooses not to pay taxes and the tax authority chooses 
not to audit, then the e-commerce business entity’s revenue is e , and the tax authority’s revenue is 
0.

According to the problem assumption and strategy space above, the gain matrix of this game is 
specific as shown in Table 1.

According to the above analysis, the expected income function of the e-commerce business 
entity can be obtained:

π
1 1 2 2 1 2 2

1 1 1 1 1= • − + − • − + − − − + −p p e t p e t p p e f et p e[ ( ) ( ) ( )] ( )[ ( ) ( ) ]  

In this game, each e-commerce business entity is a rational economic person, so they will choose 
the appropriate p

1
 to maximize their profits. In summary, the first-order conditions for the optimization 

of the main business strategy of the e-commerce business can be expressed as:

∂

∂
= − + =

π
1

1
2

0
p

e p et f( )  

Solved p et

et f2
* =

+
It can be seen from the above that when the probability of the tax agency selecting the audit is 

greater than p
2
* , the optimal strategy of the e-commerce business entity is to pay taxes; If the probability 

that the tax agency chooses to audit is less than p
2
* , the optimal strategy for the e-commerce business 

entity is not to pay taxes; When the probability of being inspected by the tax authority is equal to p
2
* , 

Table 1. Gain matrix of both sides of the game.

E-Commerce Business Entity Check Not Check

      Pay taxes e et et c− −, e et et− ,

      Not pay tax e f et f et c− − + −, e, 0
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the e-commerce business entity will randomly choose to pay tax or not to pay tax. According to the 
above analysis, the best reflection function of the e-commerce business entity can be obtained, as 
shown in Table 2.

Similarly, the expected income function of the tax authority can be expressed as:

π
2 2 1 1 2 1 2

1 1 1 0= − + − + − + − • + − •p p et c p f et c p p et p[ ( ) ( )( )] ( )[ ( ) ]  

For tax authorities, the optimal first-order conditions are:

∂

∂
= − • + − − =

π
2

2
1

0
p

p c c et f  

p
et f

c1
1* = −

+  

Therefore, when the probability of tax payment by the e-commerce business entity is less than
p
1
* , the tax agency ’s optimal strategy is auditing; When the probability of tax payment by the 

e-commerce business entity is greater than p
1
* , the tax agency ’s optimal strategy is not to audit; The 

probability of a business entity paying taxes is equal to p
1
* , and the tax authority randomly chooses 

whether to audit. Through the above analysis, the best response function of the tax authority can be 
obtained, as shown in Table 3.

Based on the above analysis, the reaction curves of both players (e-commerce operators and tax 
authorities) are shown in Figure 3. The Nash equilibrium point is the intersection of two functional 
curves.

Therefore, p et f

c1
1* = −

+  and p et

et f2
* =

+
are the Nash equilibrium points of the mixed 

strategy game between e-commerce business entities and tax authorities in C2C e-commerce.

Table 2. The best reflection function of the main body of e-commerce business.

Value of p
1

      condition

      0 If p
et

et f2
<

+

      (0,1) If p
et

et f2
=

+

      1 If p
et

et f2
>

+
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Results Analysis
In order to maximize the benefits, e-commerce entities, as the main interest entities, have launched 

a game with taxation authorities with tax inspection as a strategic space. According to p et f

c1
1* = −

+ , 

under the premise that the taxable income remains unchanged, if the e-commerce income tax rate is 
reduced, the probability of e-commerce operators taking the initiative to pay taxes will increase; It 

can be concluded from p et

et f2
* =

+
 that the amount of tax evasion of a business entity is inversely 

proportional to the inspection probability of the tax authority, that is, the greater the amount of tax 
evasion, the greater the audit probability of the tax authority, which is consistent with the actual 
situation. In addition, increasing the tax evasion penalty will reduce the probability of inspection by 
the tax authority, thereby reducing the total audit cost of the tax authority. Firstly, the probability of 
C2C e-commerce business entities paying taxes depends on the income tax rate and the penalty for 
tax evasion. At the beginning of the game, the main body of e-commerce business complies with 
market rules and does not have the subjective possibility of tax evasion. The goal pursued by 
e-commerce entities that satisfy the assumption of “economic man” is to maximize profits. As profits 
increase, taxes gradually increase and high taxes will affect their taxation decisions. At the same 
time, because C2C electronic commerce transactions have a certain concealment, it will encourage 
the evasion of taxation and punishment by enterprises of e-commerce business entities. The income 
tax rate is a direct factor in determining taxation, and it will inevitably affect the taxation decisions 
of e-commerce operators. In addition, tax evasion fines are a powerful means to punish tax evasion, 
and e-commerce entities will inevitably take this illegal cost as one of the important reference factors 
for taxation decisions. Secondly, the inspection probability of the tax authority depends on the amount 
of tax evasion and tax evasion penalties of C2C e-commerce business entities. Small-value transactions 
in C2C e-commerce are often difficult to monitor, and tax evasion at this time can easily evade 
inspection by tax authorities. With the continuous increase in transaction volume, the number of tax 
evasion and tax evasion will also increase, industry influence will gradually appear, and the possibility 
of being audited has greatly increased. When the amount of tax evasion fines is large, the business 
entity must consider the cost of illegality, reduce the probability of tax evasion, and also reduce the 
probability of tax audits.

Table 3. The best reflection function of the tax authorities

Value of p
2

      Condition

      0 If p
et f

c1
1< −

+

      (0,1) If p
et f

c1
1= −

+

      1 If p
et f

c1
1> −

+
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CoUNTERMEASURES AND SUGGESTIoNS FoR C2C E-CoMMERCE TAXATIoN

From the above analysis, it can be seen that as long as the tax authority adopts an appropriate tax 
rate and punishment mechanism, it can promote the orderly payment of C2C e-commerce business 
entities and increase the initiative of e-commerce tax payment. Not only can it effectively improve 
tax losses, but can also promote the balanced development of my country’s overall trading market. 
It can be achieved in the following ways.

Implementation of C2C E-Commerce Preferential Tax Policies
At present, China’s C2C e-commerce market is relatively large, with a large number of outlets and 
high liquidity. It creates resistance to merchants, which in turn causes a large amount of tax evasion. 
According to the results of the game model, appropriately reducing the tax rate will increase the 
initiative of the enterprise. Based on the particularity of C2C e-commerce, it can be distinguished 
from traditional tax policies by reducing the tax rate of e-commerce operators and encouraging the 
development of e-commerce. In addition, the tax authority can also give C2C e-commerce business 
entities some encouragement and care, such as reducing or exempting part of the taxable amount and 
reimbursing a certain percentage of the taxable amount, etc. Certain tax incentives granted to the 
C2C e-commerce market are also based on the principle of tax flexibility. Only under this flexible 
tax system can my country achieve tax leverage and achieve appropriate economic intervention and 
economic regulation.

Increasing Tax Evasion Fines and Severely Punishing Tax Evasion Behaviors
According to the above analysis results, it can be observed that increasing tax evasion fines will also 
promote the probability of tax payments by e-commerce business entities. From a practical point of 

Figure 3. The mixed strategy Nash equilibrium of C2C e-commerce business entities and tax authorities.
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view, the higher the tax evasion penalty, the greater the restriction on the tax evasion of online stores. 
Severely cracking down on tax evasion will play a deterrent effect on the C2C e-commerce market, 
thereby purifying the e-commerce tax environment. A high penalty for tax evasion will also make up 
for the loss of e-commerce taxation in China to a certain extent, reducing the incidence of audits by tax 
authorities and saving manpower and material resources. In addition, different punishment amounts 
can be set according to the amount of tax evasion, and higher penalties are charged e-commerce 
companies with larger tax evasion amounts, so that the punishment system has the same deterrent 
effect on e-commerce entities with diverse incomes.

Taxation by Monitoring the Third-Party Payment Platform
At present, China’s C2C market has a large number of shops, wide distribution, high anonymity, and 
it is difficult to levy taxes. If taxes are levied in the traditional way, it will consume a lot of manpower, 
material and financial resources, greatly increase tax costs, and violate the principle of tax efficiency. 
China’s C2C trading platform is relatively single, and Taobao has occupied most of the market 
share. Each trading platform has a third-party payment platform, and the tax authority can monitor 
the transaction behavior of the transaction subject through the third-party platform. For example, 
transactions on Taobao, the largest C2C e-commerce platform, are provided by Alipay. Therefore, 
Alipay can easily determine the transaction amount and the number of transactions for each seller. 
The tax authority can negotiate with the third-party platform and deduct each transaction according 
to the established tax rate, and collect the subject’s tax through Alipay to facilitate cooperation with 
the third-party payment platform. Tax authorities can give third-party payment platforms a certain 
percentage of commissions to increase their enthusiasm for participation. While ensuring the principle 
of tax efficiency, it promotes the smooth implementation of taxation.

CoNCLUSIoN

With the rapid development of e-commerce in China, the taxation gap of C2C e-commerce has 
seriously affected the tax revenue in China, resulting in the loss of tax revenue, and impairs the 
principles of tax fairness and tax neutrality. It has caused unfair behavior to the operation of traditional 
offline stores in China and distorted the balance of market structure. Therefore, it is necessary to tax 
C2C e-commerce. The problem of taxation gap is an urgent problem in our country. However, the 
large number of online shops and wide distribution of C2C e-commerce have brought great difficulties 
to our tax authorities. By constructing and analyzing the game model between C2C e-commerce 
operators and tax authorities, a mixed decision-making Nash equilibrium between the two parties is 
proposed, and feasible solutions are proposed based on the analysis results.

From the necessity of C2C e-commerce tax collection and management, it is concluded that 
full implementation of C2C e-commerce tax collection and management is an inevitable trend of 
economic market development. Due to the particularity of C2C e-commerce transactions and the rapid 
development of modern information technology, the construction of my country’s C2C e-commerce 
tax collection and management system is relatively lagging. As a large scale and a mature mode of 
transaction, C2C e-commerce meets the requirements of taxation. However, C2C e-commerce has 
long been in the “tax gap” area, which undoubtedly undermines fair competition with traditional 
retailers. The lack of tax fairness does not contribute to the optimization and development of China’s 
tax system. The tremendous impact of C2C e-commerce on the customary way of operation has 
virtually expanded the impact of C2C tax loopholes on maintaining the neutral tax policy, which does 
not conducive to the further optimization and upgrading of China’s market capital structure. It is not 
conducive to the sustainable development of e-commerce in China. It is necessary to demonstrate 
the necessity of C2C e-commerce tax collection and management from three aspects: avoiding tax 
losses, maintaining fair market competition, and maintaining the principle of tax neutrality. It can 
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comprehensively reflect the loopholes in the existing tax collection and management system and the 
optimization of China’s tax system from a theoretical and practical perspective.

Through the mixed decision-making game analysis of C2C e-commerce operators and tax 
authorities, it is concluded that when the taxable income remains unchanged, reducing the e-commerce 
income tax rate or increasing the tax evasion penalty will increase the probability of voluntary tax 
payment by business operators. The tax evasion amount of the operator will be inversely proportional 
to the inspection probability of the tax authority and increasing the penalty for tax evasion and evasion 
can reduce the inspection cost. Under the assumption of “economic man”, the main business of C2C 
e-commerce will be in a certain degree of concealment.

The tax authorities will conduct tax rates and audits on the incentive and monitoring measures 
implemented by C2C e-commerce operators. By encouraging and advocating C2C e-commerce 
as a mature mode of operation in contemporary society and maintaining a fair and stable market 
competition in traditional retail mode, the violation cost of C2C e-commerce operators in market 
competition can be raised through monitoring. While maintaining fair market competition, we have 
also complied with the principle of tax neutrality. In summary, the reasonable taxation behavior of tax 
authorities will help reduce the tax evasion of C2C e-commerce operators, maintain a good market 
competition environment, promote the sustainable development of e-commerce, and standardize the 
implementation of the e-commerce tax system.

From the two aspects of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis, the paper demonstrates 
the necessity of comprehensively regulating the implementation of C2C e-commerce taxation in 
China. Combining the results of the analysis, from the perspectives of tax incentives, punishment 
of tax evasion and taxation innovation, the countermeasures to promote C2C e-commerce taxation 
are proposed. This is not only a theoretical innovation in the field of e-commerce taxation, but also 
a useful exploration of my country’s C2C e-commerce taxation practice. The follow-up study of this 
article can try to further analyze different types of e-commerce business entities, such as B2C and 
B2B e-commerce operators. In addition, C2C e-commerce will obtain a large amount of data during 
its operation. Using modern research theories and methods to conduct empirical research on corporate 
entities or taxation based on C2C data will help improve research results in this field.
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